EVENT: Seminar on “ETHICS AND PROFESSIONALISM AT WORK PLACE”

VENUE: Department of Finance & Taxation, D.G.Vaishnav Evening College

DATE: 07th of February, 2020 at 9.30 am.

ORGANIZER: TAXRADES, Department of Finance & Taxation, D.G. Vaishnav Evening College.

RESOURCE PERSON: Mr. Pramod Rajani, ACCA Member

NO: OF STUDENTS PARTICIPATED -48
NO: OF FACULTIES ATTENDED -04
REPORT: As a contribution towards need of the hour, a seminar was conducted for the students of the Department to provide insights on the ethical practices to be followed in the work place. In the session, Ethics was viewed as a philosophical subject and was argued that Ethics is not only a conceptual framework, but one can proceed to profitably discuss the implications of Ethics as to business also. The need for being professional by way of behavior and action was also part of the discussion. The audiences were actively participating throughout the session as the speaker quoted live examples from the industry to have a deep insight into the topic

OUTCOME:

- Know and understand the arguments forwarded for and against bringing ethics into business
- Identify the ways and means how to resolve ethical dilemmas in workplace
- Suggest measures to avoid unethical practices as a way of life.
- Highlight the interplay between business ethics and environment